1988 toyota camry le

Pros: style, ride comfort, just about everything!!!! I used to think 'American cars all the way' but
these Toyotas have changed my mind as I have owned three Toyotas, including two gen 2
Camrys. The fuel economy is quite good for doing mostly city driving, excellent for freeway
driving as well with cruise control. One complaint I have is the lack of uphill power, even
keeping it down in second it struggles up large hills. Manual transmission is easy to drive, great
for a first time learner. These cars will run forever, my previous camry had , miles when it got
totalled and this one has almost , miles and it runs like new aside from a little burning oil from
the valve seals. Pros: Good fuel economy, peppy with a 5-speed, surprising handling for an
economy sedan. The visibility is terrific, gas mileage has been good and the versatility of the
station wagon has been great. The paint still shines in spite of keeping her parked in the sun.
Sturdy body. Maintained excellent value over the years. Low insurance cost. Cons: Lacks power
when loaded or climbing hills. Love It â€” i have never drove a better car. My thoughts on the
performance - acceleration, braking, handling: acceleration: it is fair Power mode gives you a
boost. Breaking: Its a heavy car it doesn't stop on a dime. Handling: Steering is tight and
responsive Build Quality : Maintained by original owner Appearance: Has some "idiot" dents on
the exterior the interior is in great condition. No tears, However missing some covers for the
lamps and it came with some odd cover one if its clips are broke. Cost of Ownership To be
updated later. Fun Factor depends on ones view of fun lol probably not good for racing but if
you like long drives and going places. Cons: Speedometer marked in increments of 20 s Hard to
gage ones speeds Will add numbers lol. Pros: fuel economy and looks good on the highway.
Love It! I also like how for an 88 it had power windows, locks, seat belts, sunroof and all. Don't
like the little motor, poor thing couldnt handle the hills but hey the mpg i was getting who cares.
Good Old Toyota â€” Not much to say.. The negative side of the car is that its not a injection
engine.. A Solid Car â€” this car has taken a true beating. This is one car I wish i didn't get rid
of. The Car Interior Was Red And Exterior Was White â€” performance it had the need for speed
build quality it had a few repairs apperance both interior and interior was nice cost of ownership
gas mileage maintance fun factor this car was a great car to drive and i wouldn't let anyone
drive it. Plenty of get and go for a 4 cylinder and the handling is on point. The only complaint I
have is some SE have garage door opener on mirrors and mine di Read More. Smooth riding
and handles great. Bigger engine than most of its competitors with a 8 speed transmission not a
sluggish CVT Trans. All Wheel Drive, sporty looking and has the latest safety and technolo
Good value, comfortable ride. Reliability of the accord and smooth ride if a Mazda 6 Read More.
Beautifully equipped car for the money. Leather and heated seats.. Awesome styling and great
looks, with a powerful engine in the XSE V6! This car gets up and go! It has a smooth,
comfortable ride, with little road noise on the highway. The interior is sophisticatedl Such a
luxurious, reliable car! Excellent car! Drives easy and has lots of cool features Read More. Great
deal, we love the color inside and out. Excellent value.. Enjoyed the experience. I would
recommend this site to my friends. Nice clean car. Runs great. Had one issue with a door lock.
The dealership repaired it the next day. This car had all the features that I wanted at a great
price. Have you driven a Toyota Camry? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of
Toyota Camry 10 reviews. Justin writes:. Cargo Capacity:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: style, ride comfort, just about everything!!!! Cons: nothing bothered me at all. Is this
helpful? Yes No. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Good fuel economy,
peppy with a 5-speed, surprising handling for an economy sedan. Cons: Lacks uphill power.
Cons: needs a tune up. Lee writes:. Fun Factor depends on ones view of fun lol probably not
good for racing but if you like long drives and going places Primary Use: Family transportation
Pros: Reason to Drive :Economical. Lennox writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: fuel
economy and looks good on the highway. Cons: no AWD. Joseph writes:. Pros: Last's Forever.
Cons: Not for you if you hate slow cars. Jouni writes:. Cons: carburator-no injection. Jon
writes:. Pros: build quality, toughness. Cons: i got rid of it. Jaime writes:. The Car Interior Was
Red And Exterior Was White â€” performance it had the need for speed build quality it had a few
repairs apperance both interior and interior was nice cost of ownership gas mileage maintance
fun factor this car was a great car to drive and i wouldn't let anyone drive it Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: the need for speed. Cons: none. Reviews From Other Years. Read all
Toyota Camry reviews. Read all 23 Toyota Camry reviews. Read all 14 Toyota Camry reviews.
Read all 20 Toyota Camry reviews. Read all 12 Toyota Camry reviews. Cars compared to Toyota
Camry. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Toyota Camry to
Related Models. Select Year Cons: nothing bothered me at all 9 of 10 people found this review
helpful. Yes No Looking for a Used Camry in your area? Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros:
Good fuel economy, peppy with a 5-speed, surprising handling for an economy sedan Cons:
Lacks uphill power 11 of 11 people found this review helpful. Fun Factor depends on ones view
of fun lol probably not good for racing but if you like long drives and going places Primary Use:

Family transportation Pros: Reason to Drive :Economical Cons: Speedometer marked in
increments of 20 s Hard to gage ones speeds Will add numbers lol 2 of 3 people found this
review helpful. Pros: Last's Forever Cons: Not for you if you hate slow cars 2 of 3 people found
this review helpful. Pros: build quality, toughness Cons: i got rid of it 5 of 6 people found this
review helpful. A lot of people blame the Camry for dumbing down vehicles, which is probably
more a case of Toyota making them so drop-dead-reliable that most of the soul has been taken
out of them, turning them into sort of the vanilla ice cream of cars â€” good, somewhat bland,
and reliable but not super adventurous, taste-wise. This car is very, very tasty to those of us
who are fans of rare Japanese cars. Finding a second-generation V20 Camry in decent condition
today is enough of a struggle, but finding a rare SV25 All-Trac, version is incredibly rare. This
one gets even better in that it also has a 5-speed manual transmission! Unfortunately, even
though this is a West Virginia car, it does have some rust to deal with. That is, if a person
wanted it to be perfect. With some incredible luck, a person could possibly, maybe find the
same color Camry and get a rust-free replacement fender from a junk yard. A couple of rust
spots notwithstanding, this car looks pretty nice. But, this is the sort of car that really appeals
to lovers of unusual vintage Japanese vehicles. Hot heat and cold AC. If I was still in
random-car-buying mode this one would be headed west asap. Have any of you seen a Camry
All-Trac sedan? I always liked this body style. I had a friend that drove one in this color that I
think lasted between k. I always thought the front seats in these cars were extremely
comfortable. I always love those oddball cars too. There are tons of these up here in Alaska. I
never knew they existed till I moved up here. Strangely, you never see them for sale on
Craigslist. Kind of thinking the same thing. This is the kind of a car to use as a winter beater as
your creampuff is tucked away from the elements. That alone makes it barn find worthy. I have
an old Subaru for just that purpose. It was brand new at the time. Same color as this one. Bland
but great gas mileage â€” mpg. Manual windows. Large trunk, good visibility. It threw a rod at
something like k miles. Somewhat my fault â€” combination of neglect and hard driving. I put in
a cheap junkyard engine and we put another 40k or so on it before we donated it. They all rust
above the rear wheel wells. The seat material wore like iron â€” they still looked like new when I
last saw it. I ran a carfax on it a few years later and it was still on the road, with well over k
miles. Actually, compared to the current generation Toyota Camry, I actually like this
generation. Mom had just the 2 wheel drive with the 4 cylinder and 5 speed. Got over k on the
original clutch. Lots of highway miles obviously but the car seems to be bullet proof and I think
the auto seat belts even still work. I had 2 Camry Alltracs. Second was a Alltrac with an
automreaatic. The 88 was quicker than the 91 for obvious reasons. Both got about 25 to 29 mpg.
Damn they were great cars and I am yet to find better bucket seats in any car! AWD is not that
common for Toyota, especially on a Camry. With a 5 speed is unobtainium in my part of the
country. The only way I could like this car better is if was rear wheel drive. His price is pretty
steep unless he has like under 50K miles on it. Toyoguard kits are useless. Would the
intercooler fit under the hoodline? Or would it have to be re-plumbed behind the bumper? I kept
it until and put K miles on it. Things to worry about: the electronics started going funny on mine
around power locks and power windows started giving me trouble ; getting replacement drive
train parts can be difficult they are NOT the same as those for the more common FWD version. I
donated mine to charity because it needed a new clutch, a new AC, and a new radiator all at the
same timeâ€¦too many expensive repairs at once especially since I also had a Audi A4 Quattro
in my garage. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the
homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty
Gilbertson. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Andrew Tanner Member. I had a feeling
this would be one of yours, Scotty! Nice example. Todd Zuercher. Larry K. At first I thought is
this my Honda Accord? Is this Mrs. Buckets car? They drove a Honda Civic- sorry. Larry
Ragans. Sandy McInnes. Wolfgang Gullich. The Want is strong for this one. Mark Evans. The
AWD and five speed make this one interesting, but only as a winter beater. Gay Car Nut. Car nut
from Wpg Member. Hugh Greentree. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get
Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn
Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View
Limit Reached! Toggle navigation Parts. Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Onlin
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e Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Shop
Exterior Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. As a Toyota

Camry owner, you know you can depend on your Camry for many miles to come. Explore
Toyota Parts Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Toyota Camry parts and
accessories you need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you
with tires that match your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications,
features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based
upon information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are
for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we
are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

